This paper reports on the experimental examination of the transmission and reflection characteristics of arbitrarily shaped geometric obstructions in problems of plate wave propagation, such as joints, stiffeners, thickness transitions, and bends. The motivation for this work is noise source location in structures, the specific application being the location of air leaks in spacecraft skins, funded by NASA. In this work, it has been demonstrated that leaks can be located at a distance using array-based sensors which determine direction of signal propagation at the sensor location. The limiting factor in practice is the influence of geometric obstructions between the leak and sensor. This work reports a quantitative examination of the transmission properties of various obstructions such as stiffening ribs. Surface motions arising from a distance source are recorded over a local array of spatial positions using a scanned laser vibrometer. Spatial Fourier analysis is then applied to determine the individual contributions of the constituent mode types to the measured signals. ABSTRACT. This paper reports on the experimental examination of the transmission and reflection characteristics of arbitrarily shaped geometric obstructions in problems of plate wave propagation, such as joints, stiffeners, thickness transitions, and bends. The motivation for this work is noise source location in structures, the specific application being the location of air leaks in spacecraft skins, funded by NASA. In this work, it has been demonstrated that leaks can be located at a distance using array-based sensors which determine direction of signal propagation at the sensor location. The limiting factor in practice is the influence of geometric obstructions between the leak and sensor. This work reports a quantitative examination of the transmission properties of various obstructions such as stiffening ribs. Surface motions arising from a distance source are recorded over a local array of spatial positions using a scanned laser vibrometer. Spatial Fourier analysis is then applied to determine the individual contributions of the constituent mode types to the measured signals. Transmission properties of intervening geometric obstructions are determined by comparison to unobstructed signals. Comparisons to theoretical predictions of transmission characteristics will be presented for selected cases.
INTRODUCTION
This paper investigates the influence of integral stiffeners on plate wave propagation. The study is motivated by ongoing work on spacecraft leak location using guided wave modes transmitted through spacecraft skin. Phased-array sensors and processing algorithms have been developed to accurately locate spacecraft air leaks at large distances using Fourier-based analysis [2] . In previous work, data has indicated that geometric obstructions may limit performance of the leak location procedure. The system is found to perform very favorably at certain frequencies across many stiffening ribs, and very poorly at other frequencies. This is in agreement with calculations by Roberts [3] , which have shown the stiffeners filter the leak noise and create geometrydependent pass-bands. However, the complex interaction of the phased-array sensor performance, sensor electronics, sensor coupling, and plate geometry have prevented the clear establishment of an algorithm for optimization of the leak location procedure.
The current work seeks experimental agreement with the calculated transmission properties of the stiffeners. Agreement between computation and direct experimental measurement will increase confidence in the computation as a predictive means for leak location performance. Optical measurements with a laser vibrometer overcome the cou- pling inconsistencies inherent in contact measurements, and additional steps are taken to compensate for limitations in the test specimens.
STIFFENER TRANSMISSION
Integral stiffeners scatter guided Lamb modes in a complex fashion, as depicted in Figure (1) . The stiffeners filter the noise, creating frequency bands of high transmission and frequency bands of high reflection [3] . In addition, a single incident mode will create many different scattered modes. The overall behavior is represented with an energy transmission coefficient, defined at frequency ω by
where E n,tr and E n,inc are the transmitted and incident energies of the n th guided wave modes, respectively. Since only the A 0 and S 0 modes exist at low frequencies, and since the A 0 mode dominates over the S 0 mode under the asymmetric excitation used here, only the A 0 mode must be considered. Then the transmission coefficient is
Neglecting phase and assuming a mode-dependent constant of proportionality c A0 between the square of signal amplitude A and energy E, this can further be simplified to
where the amplitudes are approximated by the normal surface velocity on each side of an integral stiffener. To correct for radial decay of the waves in two dimension, the signal measurements are normalized by 1/ √ r, where r is the distance from the noise source to the measurement location.
Since the measured velocity will be a superposition of incident and reflected waves as well as waves reflected from the boundaries, velocities are sampled along a line radial to the source and perpendicular to the stiffener, as depicted in Figure ( A spatio-temporal Fourier Transform allows separation of the modes and propagation directions in frequency-wavenumber space. Amplitudes are sampled along the dispersion curves, and transmission coefficients are calculated.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Two different stiffener geometries are tested, both a low and high aspect-ratio stiffener, as depicted in Figure (5) . The low aspect-ratio test specimen is a 6 ft × 6 ft aluminum plate, 3/16 inches thick with 3/16 inch wide × 3/16 inch tall integrally machined stiffeners spaced 1 ft apart on a square grid. The high aspect-ratio specimen is a 30 inch × 30 inch plate with 0.1 inch × 0.8 inch integral stiffeners. Figure ( 2) shows a schematic of the low aspect-ratio stiffener test setup.
A Polytec OFV-5000 Laser Vibrometer measures the normal velocity on either side of the stiffener. The vibrometer is mounted on a two-axis motion control stage with translation for horizontal control and a mirror for vertical control. Due to the relatively low sensitivity of the vibrometer, 10,000 samples are averaged for each point at a rate of 100 Hz. To achieve the best results, the full usable spans of the plates are scanned with 1 mm spacing.
An impulsively-excited 3/8 inch diameter contact transducer couples guided waves into the plates. Since the transducer contact area is on the order of one wavelength at 500 khz, an ultrasonic horn reduces the contact area to roughly 1mm 2 . The fundamental problem encountered with the tests is proper isolation of the desired signals. The ideal sample would be one infinite plate with exactly one integral stiffener and a second plate with none, but each test specimen contains multiple stiffeners at right angles and is small enough that the waves traverse the plate multiple times before the transducer stops ringing. To simulate an infinite plate, uncured butyl rubber isolates the measurements from all surfaces except the single stiffener under consideration. Figure (2) shows the low aspect-ratio specimen with absorbing butyl rubber. The 'x' marks the location of the contact transducer, and two independent 1-dimensional scans measure the incident and transmitted waves. Since the rubber inhibits reflections, data is simply captured until all ringing and wave propagation have decayed. Out of all possibilities considered, only this arrangement produces acceptable results.
RESULTS

Figure (3) shows a portion of the x−t diagram for the high aspect-ratio stiffener.
Raw velocity magnitude up to t = 250μs is plotted on a log scale. Visible in the data are the incident S 0 and A 0 modes, separated by a factor of approximately 10 in amplitude. The S 0 mode meets the stiffener at t ≈ 65μs and a portion remains in the S 0 mode, although S 0 → A 0 mode conversion is displayed in both reflected and transmitted waves. When the stronger A 0 waves meet the stiffener at t = 100μs, the stiffener reflects significant amounts of energy without mode-conversion, although a small amount of A 0 → S 0 mode conversion is visible in the transmitted waves. Interestingly, on the left side of the figure the vibrometer detects a very faint acoustic wave. assumption of exclusive A 0 wave propagation at low frequencies. The low aspect-ratio sample exhibits identical behavior since it differs only in stiffener geometry.
Figure (5) shows the energy transmission coefficients for the low aspect-ratio square stiffener on the left and the high aspect-ratio stiffener on the right. Excellent qualitative agreement between measured data and BEM results is seen for both geometries, although there is slight disagreement in the local minima for the high-aspect ratio stiffener. This is not entirely unexpected since there is relatively fast variation in the structure of the plot and high sensitivity to the precise stiffener geometry.
LEAK LOCATION PERFORMANCE
Since the motivation for this study is the optimization of a spacecraft leaklocation system using guided waves generated by escaping gases, a comparison is made between stiffener transmission and leak-location performance. In this test, the laser scans a two-dimensional array on the low aspect-ratio stiffener specimen. The same contact transducer generates guided waves, except it is now placed at 43 locations across the entire plate. Figure (6) shows a schematic of the plate. Dashed lines show the location of stiffeners, 'x's denote simulated leak locations, the circle denotes the position of the scanned laser, and the blue arrows represent the dominant direction of wave propagation due to the source, as detected at the laser. See [1] for a more thorough description and analysis of the tests.
Although very few of the simulated leaks in Figure ( 6) fall at normal incidence across integral stiffeners from the scanned laser, the data suggests quite simply that leak location performance is governed by the transmission characteristics of the stiffeners. At 75 to 100 kHz, performance is very poor, corresponding with low transmission of the low aspect-ratio stiffener between 50 and 275 khz. Conversely, performance is excellent at 375 to 400 kHz, corresponding with high transmission characteristics above 300 kHz. In fact, performance is poor until roughly 275 to 325 kHz, then remains high throughout the high transmission coefficient frequency range. Although normal transmission certainly doesn't describe this complex system, it appears to provide excellent guidance for frequency-selection in the leak-location algorithm.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Optical measurements of the transmission of noise through an integrally stiffened plate have been performed despite difficulties stemming from limitations of the test specimens. The results are in excellent agreement with calculations, and provide physical insight into the performance of the full leak location algorithm. Future work could examine the angular dependence of propagation across a stiffener on transmission coefficients, although data for normal incidence proves remarkably useful. Although the transmission coefficients for waves at normal incidence on a stiffener are not an exact physical model for the leak location problem, they provide guidance for robust frequency selection.
